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the retail scene by Joni Sweet

A Step Up

Swedish Takeover
This city has an appetite for Scandinavia. The region has already left its
mark on the local dining scene with the first Nordic food festival in 2015
and the continued popularity of restaurants like Aquavit. Now, it’s poised to
influence NYC fashion with Acne Studios’ new shop in the West Village. The
Stockholm-based brand boasts cool men’s and women’s apparel (like the
jackets, above) in geometric cuts. Shoppers will also find minimalist leather
sneakers, futuristic sunglasses with bold frames, and bucket bags that
cinch with belt buckles. | Acne Studios, 54-60 Eighth Ave., 212.633.0002

Shoppers will find Repetto’s signature
ballerina flats in every color of the
rainbow at its recently opened SoHo
boutique, but the French shoe brand
is debuting some fancy new styles
at the store this season. This “Virgin
Tutu” sandal, for example, combines
dancer-esque white ostrich feathers
with rockstar-ready studs and black
kidskin suede for the ultimate foot
fashion statement. Complete your
look with the store’s small selection
of dreamy, gauzy apparel. | Repetto,
400 W. Broadway, 917.999.0501

Fit for a King
Ready to feel like royalty?
Head to the Mansion on
Madison to shop at the
New York Trunk Clubhouse,
which offers men personal
styling sessions. Shoppers
try on casual and formal apparel from more than 80 top
brands, like Theory, Barbour
and Vince, in luxurious fitting
lounges designed by fashion
houses like John Varvatos
and DL1961 (right). The best
part is that they ship the
final look (made of 10-12
pieces) right to your door—
no extra suitcase necessary.
| New York Trunk Clubhouse, 457 Madison Ave.,
646.780.5310
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Barneys Is Back!
More than 20 years after bidding
farewell to its original home
in Chelsea, Barneys New York
returns to the neighborhood
where it was founded in 1923. The
five-story shopping mecca (which
occupies nearly a full city block)
offers ready-to-wear apparel for
men and women, accessories,
cosmetics and shoes galore. It’s
all anchored by a vast spiral staircase, the focal point of the store.
| Barneys New York, 101 Seventh Ave., 646.264.6400

